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Searching the web for potentially conflicting 
unregistered UK marks is a wise risk management 
strategy. But with literally billions of web pages, 
finding common law rights that could impact your 
brand can be extremely time-consuming. 

Until now...

Our UK Web Common Law Search helps you 
pinpoint potential conflicts with precision—  
and minimal effort. 

All thanks to...

sharper search strategies,•	
concise, focused lists of web results ,•	
 fast and convenient online review and analysis.•	

maKe QUICK aND CONFIDeNT DeCISIONS

Benefit from razor sharp search strategies  
that include identical matches and logical  
variations of your mark in related categories. 

For even greater certainty, we cover general 
and industry-specific dictionaries and gazetteers, 
including the same sources used by the UK-IPO. 

Receiving online reports with corresponding  
web pages eliminates the time-consuming  
process of navigating to dozens of websites to 
assess trademark use. 

DO mORe, WITH LeSS eFFORT. 

a short list of hits carefully selected  
by our web search experts ensures that you receive  
only the most pertinent results.   

Cited terms are clearly indicated so you can  
view them quickly on the corresponding  
web page screenshots.  

enjoy all the time-saving advantages of the  
Analysis Tool on SERION™, including the ability to 
create and share custom reports in seconds.

SIMPLY CUT TO PRECISION
UK WEB COMMON LAW SEARCH

ReaDy TO geT 
STaRTeD? 

To learn more, please 
call us or send an 
e-mail to one of our 
local offices. 
>>

Reduce the risk 
of costly conflicts 
with overlooked 
prior use marks. 
Dedicate more 
time to clients 
instead of on the 
Web.

Cited terms clearly indicated on web page screenshots.
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